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Zaurak, my starry brother, and his security team from Sirius B will be reactivating the Great
White Lion between July 26 and mid August. This project needed to be completed and ready
to activate by the time of the Vortex alignment on September 22, 2013.
They began this project in 2003, but there were many obstacles preventing the activation until
now. The The Guardian Alliance has told us that the Great White Lion regulates the complex
mathematical programs by which interdimensional electrical currents interface with Earth's
templar.
The Great White Lion is a Mathematical system that is created of something similar to our
microchips made of a crystalline silicon substance planted in the grids of the Earth. The
Golbal GWL looks exactly like the Sphinx in Egypt, except it covers the entire world. The
GWL runs on a D12 Twelve code pulse and links Earth's Planetary Shields to their Divine
Blue Print D 12 Pre matter Template at Lyra Aramatena. The GWL has also been called the
Lion's Gate because it opens the passage to all 12 stargates. This possibility wasn't a
possibility until after Earth was shifted in time to a place where there was an Aramatena 12th
stargate. The Annunaki had destroyed our Aramatena in the Electric Wars 250 billion years
ago. Our Founders and Cosmic Councils have been preparing our way back home for many
millions of years.
First, July 26 - August 16, we will be merging face to face with our starry family from Sirius
B, who are the great Maharaji Security Team for our planet, and the Starry Families who have
been most active in securing our rebirth. The Security Team from Sirius B will ground us into
the GREAT WHITE LION that will connect the stargate 12 Aramatena with the Inner Earth
Stargate 12.
Those of you who have been reading my journal for the past seven to ten years will already
know about my journies with Zaurak, my starry brother from Sirius B. We have been working
together for millions of years on these Ascension Projects and Creation Projects. The project
in Monterey in 2008 was one piece of the mighty project that will begin its CLIMAX in the
next few months. aDolphino has also been a part of this project for millions of years. We
knew each other indirectly when we were creating the Great White Lion Frequency Coded
System. aDolphino mostly remembers his friend Lacodemus, who speaks with him frequently
about the good ol days, and Markus, who was the head of the Jesus and Mary Project for
millions of years before there even was a Jesus and Mary. This project began as the Crystalai
Sphere that connects the Inner Earth Blue Sphere directly to the Mind of God. That project
was completed billions of years ago.
This will be the beginning of bringing back the original potential of the CRYSTAL GRID
APIN SYSTEM, which was free global energy, climate stabilization, healing, and inter stellar
subspace communications and broadcasting by aligning through the Light Codes of the

Cosmic Council into the Crystal Liquid Light connecting to the Mind of God, Eternal Source
Field. We can connect our consciousness into this GWL Crystal Grids running through Earth
into Inner Earth and out into stargate 12 Aramatena. We always need to connect our
consciousness into both fields of energy- the Inner and the Outer and use our body temples as
the lightning rod that connects the flow of crystal liquid light, D12 Consciousness.
The GWL runs on a D12 Twelve code pulse and links Earth's Planetary Shields to thier
Divine Blue Print D 12 Pre matter Template at Lyra Aramatena.THE GREAT WHITE LION
IS being reactivated CORRECTLY by our Security Team from Sirius B. They plan to have it
running into the original connection with stargate 12 Aramatena and into the Earth stargate
12. This is happening now but will not be complete until the two sets of angular rotation spin
of Tara and Earth completely separate. We can attach our consciousness into the Grid now
and activate the gifts that it naturally brings to us.
Once the technical elements of the APIN grid were in place- the Founders desired to leave a
part of themselves reflected in the APIN to remind the races of Earth that they were never
alone or abandoned. This is what aDolphino remembers the most about his time in Egypt
building the Sphinx pyramid as a reminder of his best friend Lacodemus and all they had
accomplished together and what their grand heroic achievement would be. That grand
achievement is happening now . The design of the Founders APINS was also to serve as a
subsonic planetary identification flag when viewed from space via photo radionic scaning
equipment. From space it looks like a picture of the Sphinx pyramid was drawn in light
accross the Earth.
THE GWL belonged to the Elohei Elohim Christiac Founders races of D12 Aramatena Lyra
the feline homind Anuhazi Race. The gwl heart was located at Earth's star gate 12 Montsegur
France. The throat of the lion was at star gate 11 southern England. Its head was to the west
cresting the north pole and the body of the lion lay across the expanse of the Asian continent.
When I saw the picture of this Grid System in VOYAGER's 2, I was approached by Zaurak,
and he helped me remember our time together in creating this project, millions of years ago.
The apin technology is an environmentally valid application of the natural spiritual and
scientific laws of creation physics. Before these technologies fell into the hands of fallen
angeilic races, they were used openly by various guardian races in many universal systems to
facilitate and enhance the experience of evolution and ascenison for all. The apin systems
were used for free global energy, climate stabiliazation, and healing and inter stellar subspace
communications and broadcasting.
They are massive global grid systems made of strategically placed crystalline microchips that
interface directly with the natural multidimensional electormagnetic energy conduits of star
gates axiatonal and ley line systems organic to earths templar.

The GWL runs on a D12 Twelve code pulse and links Earth's Planetary Shields to thier
Divine Blue Print D 12 Pre matter Template at Lyra Aramatena.THE GREAT WHITE LION
IS being reactivated CORRECTLY by our Security Team from Sirius B. They plan to have it
running into the original connection with stargate 12 Aramatena and into the Earth stargate
12. This is happening now but will not be complete until the two sets of angular rotation spin
of Tara and Earth completely separate. We can attach our consciousness into the Grid now
and activate the gifts that it naturally brings to us.

The Great White Lion was created to be the global APIN system on Earth that operated the
Earth's Templar naturally on a 12 Code pulse Christiac Current through star Gate 12, its
corresponding inner Earth Star Gate 12 cue site and interface with Earths natural crystal pylon
networks. The Emerald Covenant APIN systems were known as the GWL and the Golden
Eagle. The Founders designed the blueprint of their APIN systems with two primary criteria
in mind. First the APIN was precisely calculated mathematically to encompass and modulate
natural frequencies through the 12 Primary Star Gates, Axiatonal and Ley Line Sytems in
Earth's Planetary Templar.
Once the technical elements of the APIN grid were in place- the Founders desired to leave a
part of themselves reflected in the APIN to remind the races of Earth that they were never
alone or abandoned. This is what aDolphino remembers the most about his time in Egypt
building the Sphinx pyramid as a reminder of his best friend Lacodemus and all they had
accomplished together and what their grand heroic achievement would be. That grand
achievement is happening now . The design of the Founders APINS was also to serve as a
subsonic planetary identification flag when viewed from space via photo radionic scaning
equipment. From space it looks like a picture of the Sphinx pyramid was drawn in light
accross the Earth.
The Guardians have been working on bringing the Frequency Fence down by realigning the
solar merkaba fields. When this was complete the D4 Christ Consciousness grid could resume
transmitting D4 frequency into Earth core in order to realign the fourth vortex pyramid with
the Alcyone spiral so the holographic beam could intersect with Earth at the proper angle in
2017.
This has been a step by step process taking place over millions of years. The Guardians have
wanted us to know how complex this process is. Now that we are in a new time alignment, the
process is activating as planned. We still must wait for the complete holographic alignment
with Tara in 2017 for the complete mission to be processed.
We can begin to tune in to the 12D Christ Grids that will allow our atunment with our divine
abilities such as manifesting our New World the way we want it to be including the original
free gloabal energy, climate stabiliazation, and healing and inter stellar subspace
communications and broadcasting.

The next six months, July through December 2013, will bring the greatest potential of rebirth
to our Earth, as we align into the vortex of all 12 stargates. We have been going through a
process with the Earth of creating Ascension Portals, then Ascension Vortals and now the
Ascension Vortex. As the fourth CD in the Ascension Kit is named, the Magic Ascension
Vortex is the interweaving of and completion of the Portal, Vortal and Vortex. We have been
collecting and aligning these frequencies through the spheres and the stargates with the help
of the great Founders Races, Cosmic Councils and Siriius B Security Team, who have been
creating these freeways for our consciousness to align with and pass through in order to regain
our 12 coded Divine Template.
First, July 26 - August 16, we will be merging face to face with our starry family from Sirius
B, who are the great Maharaji Security Team for our planet, and the Starry Families who have
been most active in securing our rebirth. The Security Team from Sirius B will ground us into

the GREAT WHITE LION that will connect the stargate 12 Aramatena with the Inner Earth
Stargate 12.
Those of you who have been reading my journal for the past seven to ten years will already
know about my journies with Zaurak, my starry brother from Sirius B. We have been working
together for millions of years on these Ascension Projects and Creation Projects. The project
in Monterey in 2008 was one piece of the mighty project that will begin its CLIMAX in the
next few months. aDolphino has also been a part of this project for millions of years. We
knew each other indirectly when we were creating the Great White Lion Frequency Coded
System. aDolphino mostly remembers his friend Lacodemus, who speaks with him frequently
about the good ol days, and Markus, who was the head of the Jesus and Mary Project for
millions of years before there even was a Jesus and Mary. This project began as the Crystalai
Sphere that connects the Inner Earth Blue Sphere directly to the Mind of God. That project
was completed billions of years ago.
This will be the beginning of bringing back the original potential of the CRYSTAL GRID
APIN SYSTEM, which was free global energy, climate stabilization, healing, and inter stellar
subspace communications and broadcasting by aligning through the Light Codes of the
Cosmic Council into the Crystal Liquid Light connecting to the Mind of God, Eternal Source
Field. We can connect our consciousness into this GWL Crystal Grids running through Earth
into Inner Earth and out into stargate 12 Aramatena. We always need to connect our
consciousness into both fields of energy- the Inner and the Outer and use our body temples as
the lightning rod that connects the flow of crystal liquid light, D12 Consciousness.

Now, we are having a collision of universes which is causing some strange phasing. We are
moving through each other. We don't actually collide, except through our frequencies. As we
transmute our frequencies into the higher frequencies the feeling of the collision becomes less
noticed. This is why we are having a lot of ups and downs, stressful days, dizzy days, happy
days, high frequency days. The more in tune with higher frequencies of each of these
stargates, the more smooth the transition is. We need to raise our frequencies into the second
sphere of fifth and sixth dimensional frequencies, into the eighth dimensional frequencies of
Density 3 and the 12th dimensional frequencies of Density 4.
We will see comets coming toward us in the sky. We see this because we are phasing out of
the phase lock. We are seeing a wall breaking down in time. We are seeing the particles that
were phase locked breaking apart. We are seeing the doors opening into another dimension.
The great alchemist keylontic scientists from Aquinos have already created this Aquafaria
Aurora Plasmic bridge for us to walk through. The GREAT ONES have created a walk
through to another Earth and another solar system that is more advanced than this one. This
Earth has already become as advanced as it ever will. It is our time to move on to a new
reality where we take part in the multdimensionality of multiuniverses and omniverses
beyond the Cosmos of this Time Matrix.

The world ,and the mortal mind that has created it , will fight to protect all of its illusions up
until the final moment of its disappearance. That time is coming in about 75 days from the
writing of this thesis statement.

This will be the result of the reactivation of the Great White Lion which is a crystal silicate
microchip within the crust of the Earth. The divine frequencies of the original divine blue
print of the Angelic Divine Race will be activated from within the Earth's Etheric Core of
Inner Earth. The frequencies of transformation will come through the Earth from the inside
and then out into the Crystal Christ Grids that are all through the Earth in the form of a Lion.
The Sphynx in Egypt was built by our Founders Races- the Sirius B, Majaraji Eieyani Races
and Lumnians to help us remember that this day was coming. aDolphino remembers being on
this team of entities who created the Great White Lion many eons ago, and he remembers
creating the Sphynx as a reminder of his great love for his friend Lacodemus, one of the team
members of the Ascension Team.
We must open our boundaries of who we think we are within the confines of this world and
expand consciousness beyond the stars, into the plasma suns and beyond into the quantum
infinity of the infinite ideas that create our heavens.
I was given divine direction to wait on the development of the Cosmic Mystery School of the
Omniverse until the masses had shifted into their frequency specific mid brain where they
would hear what I am saying rather than hearing the background knowledge of what they
were told before. It was an absolute waste of time to teach people who would conspire to
make a disbelief of something that they were not yet ready to understand.
We must begin by creating brand new concepts that have to reason for even having an
existence in this third dimensional realm. Scientists are caught in the trap of being forced to
prove things that can only be seen. As long as we are making our reality from the visible light
spectrum, we cannot be experiencing the invisible light spectrum. The tools, the philosophies,
the schools, the religions that exist in the world that must end, are all the carriers of the
illusion that only this third dimensional veil allows truth to enter in. The only truth that is
received on this visible dimension is the untruth of a man made world. It is not related to the
God made movie.
We must only desire to know the infinite unknown. We must only try to prove those things
that we know cannot possibly be proven. We must choose to believe that we will know all
that is known in the mind of God and then we must Know that what we Know is the truth.
And if we can't see it (the thing we are knowing into manifestation) we must know it even
more.

The world ,and the mortal mind that has created it , will fight to protect all of its illusions up
until the final moment of its disappearance. That time is coming in about 75 days from the
writing of this thesis statement.
This will be the result of the reactivation of the Great White Lion which is a crystal silicate
microchip within the crust of the Earth. The divine frequencies of the original divine blue
print of the Angelic Divine Race will be activated from within the Earth's Etheric Core of
Inner Earth. The frequencies of transformation will come through the Earth from the inside
and then out into the Crystal Christ Grids that are all through the Earth in the form of a Lion.
The Sphynx in Egypt was built by our Founders Races- the Sirians and Lumnians to help us
remember that this day was coming. aDolphino remembers being on this team of entities who
created the Great White Lion many eons ago, and he remembers creating the Sphynx as a
reminder of his great love for his friend Lacodemus, one of the team members of the

Ascension Team.

We must first understand the reality that we will soon be experiencing. We must first
understand the reality of the brain and its real function of becoming the frequency specific
transmitter of the mind of God. We must be willing to abandon the thinking brain, the mortal
mind, the web of lies woven within the upper cerebellum. We must become willing to listen
to frequencies until they become the tones and the language of God. We must become willing
to end our chit chat on the cell phone and the blogging of every world thought that is
transmitted. We must first stop weighing our existence intellectually. We need the frequencies
or the sound of our mid brain and the light of our soul to replicate the multidimensional
frequencies of the all knowing infinite into the density levels needed for our experience. The
brain has unlimited capacity when it is unleashed into its frequency specific domain.
The soul holds the Omni particle of our first creation. The Akashic flame that was divided
into the Adonai of our parallel sound matrix and the Eieyani of our present invisible light
matrix. We can ignite that magical light and sound within our crystal heart to remember all
that has been recorded in all dimensions. Our Soul holds all Knowing through light, and our
Brain contains the Frequencies of creation. The soul contains the Omni particles, the very
fabric of our existence. The invisible light holds the quantum journey of our entire billion year
existence.
We must also learn that we do not die and our soul carries on without us. We must learn that
we are our soul. Every lifetime that has been experienced in our Soul even when given
another name, was in reality who we are. We are the Sun of Ra, we are the Oraphims, we are
the citizens of Gaia and Tara. We are the creators of the Stars. If we can know it, we have
been it.
The soul is made of the water and light and helium that we describe as hydrolaise. It can be
translated into the water we understand as H20 plus HE3 and it weighs 13 oz. it is crystal
liquid light, crystal gel and crystal dust. It is the three crystal spheres that the Knights handed
me. It is the prana of creation. The angels had me hold this substance in my hands and breathe
into it. They had me breathe onto the Soul substance to activate it as the spark of Source
ignited within it. They had me sing through the light of my soul and the frequencies of my
mid brain. They were teaching me the principles of manifestation.
When the mortal body dies, this 13 oz crystal sphere of infinite substance continues its
adventure in another body. The soul stays in one body eternally once the body begins its
immortal evolution. This adventure will begin in 2013.
The previous journeys of the soul have been seen as activities that were not completedunfinished business. Each time the body left the earth in some emotional storm resulting in
fear and disappointment. The soul must see these events transmuted into the frequency of
completion before the journey can be completed. This is what we must do this time. We must
transmute all previous experiences and emotions in the highest frequencies of Source in the
mid brain. This can most easily be accomplished by staring at a candle, a flame, or even the
sun ,if you can stand to do this long enough. When the mid brain has been activated by staring
into the candle, you will see a blue violet sphere in your third eye.
Becoming in tune or at one with the light in the candle allows you to step into the frequency

of the light which carries all of the multidimensionality of the light all of the way up the
spectrum of light into the ultra violet blue. You step into the light and become at one with this
blue light and then the blue light goes into the midbrain. When you close your eyes, you see
this blue light. You have become one with the blue light-- that is the place where the plasma
and the outer band ignited the Akashic flame into our existence. The outer band of source
must flip into the inner band of cosmic light through the plasma activation. Once the band has
flipped, the blue light can be seen and experienced. The more one does this activity, the easier
it will be to become frequency specific and free from the world of emotions such as fear,
anger, intimidation, etc. The blue light causes the world to end. The body becomes frequency
specific and the mind of God begins instantly manifesting the New Reality.
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The true story of Jesus changing water into wine means the water of this earth must be
transformed into crystal liquid light energy called hydrolaise. This will transform the blood
into the blood of Christ. Our chemical form will be a blue blood. The water in the atmosphere
must completely transform into hydrolaise. The hydrolaise is created through the Aquafarian
Shield. The Aquafarian Shield is made by those of us on Earth who contain the ability to
change the water into wine. We work together with the Aquafarians from the parrallel matrix
of Sirius and parralled of Andromeda- Aquarius.
Also the water people are six level man- our angelic elemental creators who are re-creating us
at this moment. Those are the Aquafarians of Inner Earth who are transforming us from the
inside to the outside. The families I've talked about before including Cinderella, Shajinka,
Tinker Bell are sixth level elementals- our water fairies who are creating this Shield with us.
The process of Ascension is acheived through Water. The chemical form of water will be
changed to Hydrolaise. We will breathe this water. When we breathe this water from
Aqufarian we are breathing the frequencies of transformation. When we exhale, we are
creating the music of the spheres- the new tone of home- the breath of creation.
Many of you have asked me about this hydrolaise substance, and some of you want to
understand it through physics of the third dimensional scientific mind.
Hydrolaise is the Eiron Flow of crystal liquid light from the Spark of Source. It is the divine
manifest substance of divine creation. When Jesus spoke of turning the water into wine, he
was talking about aligning consciousness with the crystal liquid light of the Eiron Flow from
the Mind of God into the Mid Brain. Once that flow of Crystal Liquid Light- the divine
substance that our consciousness is made of begins to flow into our mid brain area through the
pineal gland, it sends cellestiline into the chakras and into the cells and between the cells to
transform the body.
The first stage of transformation caused by the Kryst Lava Flows or the Eiron Flow from the
Mind of God is a change in the blood crystals. Those blood crystals have been frozen for
eons. The blood crystals will awaken and transform the blood into a living substance of
eternal life. Next the bones transform into a sound or a frequency that allows them to align
into the template containing hova bodies an sound bodies. The final transformation is the skin.
The skin begins to glow from the inside out. In the Biblical days the Angelic Humans were

called the Shining Ones. There skin would glow because they had been transformed by the
hydrolaise from the Mind of God.
Those divine teachings that were originally brought to Earth by Jesus Christ Avatar 12 were
completely destroyed. The first time that they were returned to Earth in their complete
original form was beginning in 2003. That Keylontic Science of the Star Language began
transmission through CDT plates that could only be transcribed through consciousness from
the Adonai Side-- the Spiritual Inner Earth. Those who COULD connEct consciousness into
the inner could translate these plates.
All of the music on the CDs- beginning with the Ascension Kit- Ascension Vortal, Ascension
Portal, Ascension Vortex and Magic Vortal contain these frequencies of transformation
through codes. The more recent CD's contain breaths only of pure Aquafarian Shield of
Transformation interacting with the crystal water, crystal light, crystal gel and crystal dust
which is the magical transformational chemistry that is changing our bodies and planet. These
foundations of energy and light through Crystalai's breath will form the perfect foundation for
the transformation that will occur on December 21, 2012.
Those who have one of these CD's and especially those who have their own Individual
Immortality CD will have the Frequencies of Transformation that will align them
harmoniously and harmonically with the magical transformation of our shift into the second
Harmonic Universe. We will be lifted from harmonic universe one into harmonic universe
two in December. We will be changed from the third dimension into the fifth dimension. The
Individual Immortality CD's were created to align the frequencies of the individual into the
path of frequencies that are particular to them. Some were aligned with Sirius B, some with
Aquafarian Shield, some with Sun Ra, some with Sun La, some into Inner Earth, some into
Tara or Gaia. Each individual has an individual path. All align into Ra, but each of us had an
individual path from Ra.
Most who are atuned enough to even want an immortality CD, are here on the most important
mission of all - atuning us back into the Aquafarian Shield that allows our transformation
through hydrolaise.
The mission of Crystalai and aDolphino on Earth at this time was a very critical on and a very
dangerous one. The reason we have stopped interacting and giving workshops at this time is
because it is more important for us to just stay alive and keep bringing in the Aquafarian
Shield, than to allow the possibility of any more demonic take overs.
We are a Cosmic Flame. We came to Earth as a ray- a crystal light vehicle- from Sun La. We
were a part of the Cosmic Shield of our Oraphim Race from La. We came from the original
Oraphim Dolphin family of Consciousness. The Oraphims were the creators of the original
dolphin and whales on Earth. Only a few of the original ones are left on Earth today.
We were here on Earth to create a shield that would allow the ascension of the original
Oraphims. The Oraphims were the original Angelic Race that was on Gaia before it fell into
Tara. The Tara Race was the second Angelic Race also created from the Oraphim line of
consciousness.
The original Electric War, millions of years ago destroyed the Oraphim Race. They were
completely destroyed. They were taken down by some of the worst Fallen Angelic Races and
Demonic Races in the Universe. When a race is taken of fallen, it means the demons took
their Souls away and use their energy as their own. However , the original Oraphim, that was
created by Source as the perfect image and likeness of God- the divine Blue Print still exists
in the Frequency Shield of the Sun La.
Crystalai and aDolphino are the carriers of this shield of La on Earth. The way the Orpahims
were taken by the demons millions of years ago, and the way the demons have caused the fall
of millions of races is always the same. The demons find the pair that forms the Cosmic
Flame - such as Crystalai and aDolphino.

They know that together we form the 12 DNA template of the Sun La. We each brought a part
of the DNA template to Earth because 12 DNA could not enter through a normal birth.
Crystalai went through three near death experiences to bring in more of her template. When
our light quotient was high enough to hold the Solomon Shield - the light shield of Christ
Consciousness on Earth- the demons spotted us.
We were warned by Marcus and our other Higher Selves that there were three demons that
would try to take us down and that we had to listen very carefully to what our higher selves
guided us in doing or we would be taken - fallen. We both remembered that this had happened
to us before, millions of years ago.
This all happened in Monterey, California in 2008. We were taught by our Maharaji family
from Sun Ra that the demonic take overs that have created the fallen angelic races always
occur when entities are in their prime light quotient. When the light body and etheric body are
just about to align into the plasma body or the cosmic field, is when the demons spot the
cosmic flame and attempt to take it over.
If the demons were successful in possessing the body that held the light, they could take down
the entire Solomon Shield and turn it into a demonic shield. This would had allowed the pole
shift and take over of the Earth by the Zetas and Draconians to be fulfilled by 2011.
Marcus told me that there was a war being fought in heaven and the fallen races were
planning on blaming it all on us - the holders of the Cosmic Flame. They could do that by
making the Shield become a demonic shield while it was actually being held by the Solomon
Shield- the Christic 12DNA family of consiousness.
The Oraphim Race had already been taken over by Fallen races millions of years ago. They
are a race that became darker than any of the other fallen races in order to get even with them
for the terrible thing they did to their race. However, the Oraphim Race has always wanted to
return to the emerald covenant and to be restored back into their divine template and become
one with Source.
You see, fallen angelics were not always fallen. They were taken over in consciousness by
demons.
I watched this process take place right before my eyes. Even thought we did everything
Marcus directed us to do to survive the demonic take over - the take over did happen. I
watched aDolphino's Soul be removed from his body right before my eyes. We were in a very
unique situation that none of the previous times of Earth Shifts have had available. We had
training in light activation. We knew how to stay in our Merkaba spinning into oneness with
Source Consciousness. We knew how to stay in this protective field.
I knew how, as the other half of the Cosmic Flame to reunite with my Cosmic Shield on the
other side and bring it back. These are the reasons we survived.
Marcus announced to me that aDolphino was gone from his body and there was nothing that
they could do. He told me that millions of angels were working to keep aDolphino from
leaving his body, but the only one that could save him was me, because I was in fact his other
half.
When a Cosmic Flame comes to Earth as the representative of the Sun they represent, the
female holds the magnetic half of the field and the male holds the electromagnetic half. It is
always the female who can pull the male back when he rises into light at death.
aDolphino was already gone as he stood before me in our Monterey condo. That was the same
weekend as the angels had planned our workshop in creating an Ascension Portal. We were
commissioned to come to Earth and create an Ascension Portal for the Oraphim Race in
Monterey. We had already seen many Dolphins appear to us in the Cloud Cities above the
ocean as they helped us create this shield of liquid light energy above the oceans.
The demons who had taken our Oraphim Race down millions of years ago were watching us
as our light grew in Monterey. As aDolphino was walking on the beach one morning before

our Ascension Portal workshop, a chemtrail was aimed directly at him. The chemtrails were
created for exactly this purpose. To create spontaneous mind controld of those individuals
containing the codes and light quota that the demons needed for their take over of the
Solomon Shield.
So, there is was, perfectly laid out plan of demonic take over of the planet. The 25,000 year
plan of the phantom take over be fulfilled right before our eyes in Monterey. Isn't it nice how
the world is allowed to carry on in its inorganic bliss as these events take place?
aDolphino didn't know who he really was any more. However, Marcus remained attached to
his consciousness. Because Marcus is a part of our Cosmic Shield that connects us to the
Maharaji Consciousness of Ra. The Cosmic Consciousness of the Oraphim Dolphin Race was
to be restored on Earth and the team of Consciousness that was on this team was enormous. I
was connected through the Crystalai Council to stream the light of Aquafaria into La.
aDolphino was from the Sun of La and Marcus from the same Sun with his connection as a
Majaraji that could contain the Soul of aDolphino even though he was removed from his
body. I was the anchor - the magnetic part of the merkaba shield that could anchor aDolphino
back into Earth.
All of these parts of the divine formuala were needed to make this experiment work. After
500 million years of practicing this event over and over with future role forward time machine
practice movies, we finally got it to work.
aDolphino didn't die immediately. He was still being directed continuously through our
Majaraji family of Ra. He was mostly maintaining his memory from eons ago that told him
that he must save Crystalai. The demons told him that if he didn't do what they told him to do
that they would take over Crystalai as well. He didn't want that to happen to me. He wanted to
sacrifice his life for mine. That is a part of the divine commission of a Cosmic Flame. The
demons can't really get control of the Earth unless they get the female. They can't get the
female until they take down the male.
He was told that if he would leave Monterey, then they would leave Crystalai alone. They told
him that he must separate from Crystalai to save her life. This was all true on two levels. The
demons couldn't take over a Cosmic Flame unless they could take down the female. Marcus
told me that they were using aDolphino as a veil to hide my true identity. They told me that
they had been directing me to spin my magnetic shield clockwise in order to confuse the
demons. They actually thought aDolphino was the magnetic shield and I was the
electromagnetic shield. We tricked them into taking down the wrong half of the cosmic flame.
The female can always save the male. But the male cannot save the female.
So, aDolphino was taken. He drove away into the sunset. I had no idea where he went. He
removed all possibility of locating himself through the help of the demons. Before he left
Earth he stood in the middle of the room with his arms out as if he were nailed to a crosss.
Next, he laid on the floor, as if to guard the music room. There was another entity inside of
him making sure Crystalai could not get near the music. They knew the music was very
powerful and that their mission would be destroyed if I could access the music. A voice came
out and said leave the apartment now and never come back. You are in great danger. Leave
and never come back.
I left the apartment and moved into a hotel for two nights. I had a friend locate aDolphino
through an Ashtar Command tracking device. Later I learned that the Ashtar Command was
actually on the Fallen Angelic Team that was trying to kill aDolphino. That was the only
reason they were helping. They were using my friend as access to aDolphino's body. She had
no idea that she was being used. And she wouldn't believe me. Nobody will believe the true
story of how the Ashtar Command is a completely Fallen Angelic group until after 2012.
So, the third day I return home and aDolphino's body is gone. The fifth day I get a call from
the Mercy Hospital in Redding telling me that they have aDolphino's body. His body had been

hit by three big rig trucks and five cars ran over his legs. The neurologist through his brain
would never become active. I told the doctors to leave him alone. I refused to give any
permission to operate. I knew that there were some demons running the show. My friend was
there being directed by the Ashtar Command. I ordered the hospital staff to not allow anyone
near his body except me.
I was told by my higher selves that the reason that aDolphino and I had been directed to create
the frequency music of our frequencies together- our breaths together was because that is how
a cosmic flame returns the other half back home. I placed earphones on his unconscious body
and worked on the alignments we had learned into the universal and cosmic and realms of
Source, and using the alignments of the Earth's Heart into the Heart of Sun Ra to create the
perfect portal and shield to return us into our original harmonic atunment.
When aDolphino woke from his demonic take over, the angels first spoke to him and said
welcome back. Please turn to Crystalai and thank her. We could not had brought you back.
Only she could do it. Your mission was completed successfully. Congratulations. That was
the completion of our mission at that time.
The rest of our time here is to hold that Solomon Shield open, the Cosmic Shield into La and
Ra and to keep us anchored into the Heart of Mother Earth into Shamballa and up into the
heart of the Sun to bring us back into Tara and Gaia and restore the race of the Oraphim
Angels and the Oraphim Dolphins on Earth.
I have recently reconnected with my higher self from Sun La. Interesting my Earthly given
name Angela easily translates to my higher self Anshala. Shala is the Universal stargate 3 that
connects us into Andromeda M31. My connection to my Starry Brother Zaurak from Ursa and
Sirius B came much earlier than my Starry Sister Anshala - from Shala Star Gate. It turns out
that my Starry family has many High Connections.
Namaste,
Crystalai54@gmail.com
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